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Abstract: Image re-ranking, is an effective way to improve the results of web-based image search and has been adopted by current 

commercial search engines. Various methods like relevance feedback, context based image retrieval, query specific semantic signature 

has been proposed for giving better performance in web image re-ranking. However each of these methods has their own advantages 

and disadvantages. To overcome lacuna of the existing system we are proposing we propose log based image re-ranking. This paper 

provides the technical achievements in research area of the web image re-ranking and proposed log based relevance feedback method 

for online web image Re-ranking.  
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1. Introduction 
 

A web image retrieval system consists of image searching, 

browsing and retrieving from a huge database. Most of the 

existing web image search engine index image based on the 

associated textual information, such as the circumambient 

text, anchor text, URL, etc.  

 

The relevance feedback techniques were assimilated into 

content-based image retrieval algorithms during the early and 

mid-1990s. Since then, this topic has attracted tremendous 

attention in the CBIR community – a collection of solutions 

has been proposed within a short period, and it remains an 

active research topic today. The reasons are that more 

obscurity arise when interpreting images than words, which 

makes user interaction more of a necessity; and in addition, 

decision a document takes time, while an image reveals its 

content almost instantly to a human observer, which makes 

the feedback process faster and more conversant for the end 

user[2]. Many commercial Internet scale image search 

engines use only keywords as queries. User’s type query. 

 

Keywords in the hope of finding a certain type of images. 

The search engine returns thousands of images ranked by the 

keywords extracted from the surrounding text. It is well 

known that text-based image search suffers from the 

ambiguity of query keywords. The keywords provided by 

users tend to be short. They cannot describe the content of 

images accurately. The search results are noisy and consist of 

images with quite different semantic meanings[1].  

 

To reduce semantic gap between high level and low level 

feature in database with high accuracy. 

1) Improve time efficiency 

2) Rate of accuracy 

 

 
Figure 1: Top-ranked images returned from Bing image 

search using “hp” as query 

 

fig:1shows the top ranked images from Bing image search 

using “hp” as query. They belong to different categories, 

such as “hp phone,” “hp mobile,” “hp printer,” and “hp logo” 

because of the ambiguity of the word “hp.”  

 

The ambiguity issue occurs for several reasons. First, the 

query keywords‟ meanings may be richer than users‟ 

expectations. For example, the meanings of the word “apple” 

include apple fruit, apple computer, and apple iPod. Second, 

the user may not have enough knowledge on the textual 

description of target.  

 

Lastly and most importantly, in many cases it is hard for 

users to describe the visual content of target images using 

keywords accurately. In order to solve the ambiguity, 

additional information has to be used to capture users‟ search 

intention. The proposed novel Internet image search 

approach requires the user to give only one click on a query 

image and images from a pool retrieved by text based search 

are re-ranked based on their visual and textual similarities to 

the query image.  

Second major challenge is that the similarities of low-level 

visual features may not well correlate with images „high-

level semantic meanings which interpret users‟ search 

intention. According to this semantic gap, for offline image 

recognition and retrieval, there have been a number of studies 

to map visual features to a set of predefined concepts or 

attributes as semantic signature. In contributions of this paper 

are summarized as follows. First, in this paper, we have 

provided brief survey of web image re-ranking. Second, we 

have discussed how relevance feedback in content based. 
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Algorithms Functions 

Ad boost learning [2] This algorithm Ad boost works 

well with small training sets. 

Due to the fact that It is quite 

suitable for relevance feedback 

Soft Label support vector 

machines 

[10] 

The framework first compute 

the relevance functions on the 

log data of user feedback and 

then combines the relevance 

information with regular 

PCA clustering 

[2] 

The experiment it could be 

seen that more accurate 

classification result can be 

obtained by PCA clustering 

algorithm. 

SSAIRA 

[2] 

This method employs semi-

supervised learning and active 

learning simultaneously, the 

improvement of the retrieval 

 

Image retrieval is used and its current state of the art. Finally, 

future directions in relevance feedback in web image re-

ranking are also suggested. 

 

2. Related Work 
 

All the existing search engines retrieve image from the huge 

database on text-based image search approach to know the 

challenges in the stealing methods is to specifically get 

additionally specifics in sections.  

 

In Support vector machines (SVM) [10] relevance feedback 

was universally used to learn visual similarity metrics to 

capture user intention Relevance feedback schemes based 

SVM. They have been regularly used in content-based image 

retrieval (CBIR) for improve the relevance feedback 

performance. Systematize AB-SVM and RS-SVM, an 

asymmetric bagging and random subspace SVM (ABRS-

SVM) is assembled to determine over pass possible because 

the number of feature dimensions is much higher than the 

size of the training [10] 

  

Now a day, for general image recognition and matching, 

there have been a number of works on using pre-ordained 

concepts or attributes as image signature. Some accession 

transferred knowledge between object classes by measuring 

the similarities between novel object classes and known 

object classes (called reference classes [4]). Handling intra-

personal variation is a major challenge in face recognition. It 

is difficult how to exactly mapping the similarity between 

human faces under significantly different settings for that 

propose a new model, called “Associate-Predict” (AP) 

model, to address this concern. The Associate-predict model 

is build-up on an extra generic uniqueness data group set.in 

which each accommodate multiple images with large intra-

personal innovation All these key component of image re-

ranking. 

 

The key component of image re-ranking is to compute the 

visual similarities between images. Many image features have 

been developed in recent year’s .However, for different query 

images, low-level visual features that are effective for one 

image category may not work well for another 

concepts/attributes/reference-classes were universally applied 

to all the images and their training data was mutually 

selected. They are more suitable for offline databases with 

lower variance (such as face databases [4]) such that object 

classes good share similarities. 

 

Following diagram shows the improvement the efficiency of 

online image re-ranking, and removes redundant classes. It 

can increase the re-ranking accuracy in model. 

 

Fowling diagram shows The diagram of our approach is 

shown in Figure 2. At the offline stage, the reference classes 

(which represent different semantic concepts) of query 

keywords are automatically discovered. For a query keyword 

(e.g. “hp”), a group of most relevant keyword expansions 

(such as “hp laptop”“hp printer”, and “hp iphone”) both 

textual and visual information are automatically selected. For 

the query keyword this set of keyword expansions defines the 

reference classes. In order to automatically obtain the 

training examples of a reference class, the keyword 

expansion (e.g. “hp laptop”) is used to retrieve images by the 

search engine. Images retrieved by the keyword expansion 

(“hp laptop”) are much less diverse than those retrieved by 

the original keyword (“hp”). After automatically removing 

outliers, the retrieved top images are used as the training 

examples of the reference class. Some reference classes (such 

as “hp pen drive” and “hp siphoned”) have similar semantic 

meanings and their training sets are visually Similar. 

  

In order to improvement the efficiency of online image re-

ranking, and remove redundant classes. A multi-class 

classifier on low level visual features is trained from the 

training sets of its reference classes perform and stored 

offline for each keyword. Choice can increase the re-ranking 

accuracy but will also increase storage and reduce the online 

matching efficiency because of the increased size of semantic 

signatures. An image may be relevant to multiple query 

keywords. Hence it could semantic signatures obtained in 

various semantic spaces. Through the word image index file, 

each image in the database is associated with a some relevant 

keywords.  

 

It contains: 

1. Keyword Expansion 

2. Query specific references 

3. Classifier of reference class (SVM) 

4. Semantics signature over reference class 
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Through above four stages classifier perform on reference 

classes as well as low level features to improve efficiency of 

retrieving in images database 

 

3. Our Approach 
 

Our contribution in this paper includes image ranking 

references classes with empirical study to know to whether 

hypothesis “classic k-menace is better than k-menace with 

ranking” hold true. In real world application k-menace is top 

ten algorithms, first centroid taken carefully to ensure the 

quality of cluster after accomplishing centroid, from data 

source then algorithm takes data point collaborate with 

nearest centroid.  

 

This process is performed until no data point left ungrouped. 

After expiration of these initial binding new k nearest 

centroid. The evaluation of dynamic changing its location 

share. Situation until there are no extra changes required. As 

a final step, the K-Means algorithm makes little of changes 

an objective function. 

 

Final step minimize the objective function through these 

algorithm. 

 (4) 

A among the data point and centroid for measuring distance 

  

 We use k-means clustering, For removing outlier for gaining 

high efficiency of ranking rate. 

 

3.1 Cluster based K-means Algorithm 

 

1) Initialize the center of cluster mi= some value. 

2) Attribute the closest cluster to each data point: 

Ci= j: e( Xj,mi)_ e(Xj,mi),I=,J=1,…..n. 

3) Set the position of each cluster to the mean of all data point 

belonging to that cluster mi=ij Cj,Xj. 

4) Repeat steps 2-3 until conversion j ci j=Number of element 

c finally cluster formed. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3: Clustering for data Classification 

 

Another main contribution of this work is that we apply data 

mining on the log of user’s feedback to improve image 

retrieval performance in three aspects:  

1) The web pages is improved by removing outlier through 

cluster and irrelevant text information. Then improve 

accuracy of ranking. 

2) To representation of images, which is then combined with 

the document space model by to construct the user space 

model of users to eliminate mismatch both the page 

author’s expression as well as the user’s understanding and 

expectation of relevant result. One query image is not 

relevant enough to confiscation the user’s intention.  

 

In Step 2, those query image are found a cluster of images all 

containing the same expanded keywords and visually similar. 

Discovering bond between low level and high level feature. 

 

3.2 Log Based Feedback Method 

 

There are two types of feedbacks: Implicit and Explicit 

Feedback. In this project we are adding both approaches 

along with genetic algorithm for efficient CBRI systems. 

Now we are discussing about this feedback methods:  

 

1. Explicit Feedback: This type of feedback is based on 

user’s preferences relevance of Images retrieved for the user 

query. Explicit feedback is used only when the user not 

satisfying with already retrieved result. This kind of feedback 

is called as explicit only when the other evaluators of a 

system know that the feedback provided is interpreted as 

relevance judgments. 

  

2. Implicit Feedback: This kind of feedback is delivered 

from user actions like observing which documents they do as 

well as do not select for viewing, also the period of time 

spent in viewing a document, or page browsing or scrolling 

events. 

 

Generally implicit information is Stored in the log files. That 

is log files are the place where history of the use interaction 

with the System is stored and this information acts as a key 

element in the feedback process. The main difference 

between explicit and implicit feedback.  

 

The user isn't assessing relevance for the advantage of the 

data Retrieval system, however solely satisfying their own 

wants.  
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There's no direct interaction of user in implicit feedback 

method as a result of data is collected from log files whereas 

in specific feedback user has got to take participate in 

feedback method directly.  

 

4. Conclusion 
 

This approach is very similar like manual image retrieval 

approach in manual approach human look each image 

contents not the description or keyword of the image this new 

approach reduce “semantic gap” between the human visual 

perception and the retrieval approach. In this paper we have 

presented a new approach which is based on user oriented 

support with interactive various Algorithms. Here we have 

created two tier architecture of implicit and explicit feedback. 

Conventional methods are based on visual features which are 

not producing efficient result but our approach reduces the 

gap between the visual features and human perception. 

Combination of Implicit and explicit feedback in web image 

search system produces better result than only explicit 

feedback.  
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